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I am not inclined towards 
The cults of carrion
Ego-death spiritualities 
Renouncing the life 
Of embodied subjectivity 
And the flesh to flesh encounter 
Of contact with the earth 
That I find extending out around me 
As I subscend deeper into its darknesses

What calls to me 
And I find myself desiring 
Like music that inspires me to dance 
Is the awesome and paradoxical encounter 
Of locating entire worlds within my individuality
And my-Self within the entirety of this earth 
Rendering me speechless 
With word failing 

When I am a baby bear I am playful, vulnerable and curious 
When I am a mother bear I am rageful, loving and cautious 

It’s hard for these bears to find each other 
Too close together and too far apart 

They hear each other every night 
Calling to the dark



The Toxic Negativity of Pernicious Do-Goodism

What is more harmful than that which is done by the-good? 
The negativity of do-goodism is the annihilation of that which is not the-good. 

Is this not why do-goodists engage in the most violent of actions? 
Often poisoning the desires of many to care for those they love and rebel 

against abusive structures, systems and narratives 
The toxic negativity of pernicious do-goodism moves from moral policing, to 

ideological evangelising, ending with cleansing-as-slaughter 

Ontological Anarchist Guerrilla Gardening: A Guide/Minifesto 

1
Voidwork

Drifting through bewildernesses 
Purposeful aimless wanderings 

Treating Thoreau’s affirmation of walking as a declaration of rebellion 

2
Planting seeds in fertile voids 

Seed bombs thrown to destroy mass-extinction culture 
Ideas, conversations, pamphlets, art, books and poetry as planting psychic 

seeds for the rewilding of minds
Gardens growing out of wreckage and ruination are beautiful sights 

3 
On the side of the pests and desiring weediness

While refusing to accept culls 
Metaphysical rebellion as refusing to kill for Cause

As Libertad said - revolt is life! 

4 
No designs for feralculture gardens 

No desire for the totalitarianism of agriculture 
Permaculture and horticulture are fine harm reduction 

But do not satisfy desires for the liberation of life potential 

5 
Guerrilla gardening as ontological anarchist attack against the too fucking late 

krapitalist death camp 
Preservationist wildlife defence as positivist action 

Revolted by annihilation and bored of cliche negativity 
Rewilding as reweirding

No one will make it out of this alive, but fuck it - this was always absurd! 



In my shadow demons do not lurk
My shadow is not hidden 
It’s depths are all that is not outward appearance 
And the dark appearance of me cast by the light 
My shadow is a habitat of cool shade for others when the day is too hot
My shadow is an ecosystem of living beings I carry within me 
Not a realm of demons
My shadow is a dark forest that is home to owls, foxes, deer, badgers, song 
birds, hedgehogs and many other living beings 
Rather than repressing, I want to care for my shadow, as caring for my wild, 
animal self 
A night I carry with me 
I am a night for wildlings to dance in 

Buzzard, hare and snowdrops 
Your presence 

Affirming the immediacy of primal anarchy
Not as a future to reach

But living now (or never) 
Fuelling my will to life


